Safety Wallet is a Service Provided by EICA

**Safety Wallet:** Is a mobile text-based ID/Certification/Training tracking database system that allows employees to securely upload and store their Certifications and Training information for easy reference for themselves and their current employer at no charge to them. The development of Safety Wallet started in 2016 as a way to address the needs of the Employee’s and Employer’s tracking specific CBA training requirements such as Foreman, Basic Helicopter Safety Training, etc. Along the way the program morphed from a card-based system to a mobile text-based system with the initial input and endorsement of 2 Outside JATC programs, the NECA D-10 Chapter’s and Lineman and other IBEW members working in the field.

**Highlights of the Safety Wallet System:**

* Controlled by the Employee – it is their resume for their Industry.
* Easy to use by both the Employee’s and Employer’s.
* No charge to the Employee - completely funded by the Employers.
* Information is on a highly secure Amazon cloud-based system.
* As a text-based system nothing is stored on the Employee’s phone. So, if they lose their phone, they have not lost their information.
* The Employee information is managed daily by EICA and will never be sold or shared with anyone other than the Employee and their current Employer.
* The Safety Wallet system is in continual development with improvements and enhancements being currently implemented.
* Employer can easily verify and manage required training and certifications of their Employee’s.